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CREE LED

The AE3C series solar light absorb energy from the sun and turn it to illumination 

when it is dark. The unit contains the 'Split' solar engine and single LED lamp. 

Their integrated photovoltaic module, Lithium battery, human infrared sensor and 

newly developed High efficient wireless controller and LED lamp to achieve 

multiple features such as high luminance, remote control ,long lifespan, minimal 

maintenance and easy installation. 

AE3C
Solar Street Light (2019 version)
Split Type Wireless

4G



Product Features

The adjustable bracket can be adjusted range from -30° to +90° (each scale is 6 degree).

 +90°

-30°

Angle indicator

Split Design
The AE3C split units can capture the maximun energy by setting direction of solar engine facing to the strongest solar radiation while lamp face to the site 

you want to illuminate. With split design, users will take the benefit of flexible installation as well as all in one features.



Product Structure
Major components is Modularity design with IP65 rate, which is easy assemble and maintenance.

IP65 rated components ensure endurance against harsh weather and keep AE Series free from corrosion and premature failure.

Solar panel

LiFePO4 lithium-
iron battery

Adjustable bracket

Lora Antenna

High efficient controller

Infrared 
motion sensor

LED light

Bird spike



Battery Management System
Adopted friendly environmental LiFePO4 without metal ingredient. The depth of discharge is lifted from 60% up to 90%, 5 times cycle life.

It combined of the exclusive patented technology battery management program, enabling the life span of battery to last for over 8 years.

High Efficient Controller
With waterproof programming connector, charging connector and switch, it is easy for maintenance.

Type A USB 
connector female

Type B USB 
connector female
On / Off button



CREE LED
Adopted CREE 5 watts LED with average light illumination of 150lm @350mA, 85℃.

Leadsun new design light distribution lens widely improve illumination effect.

Compared with the last generation product, illumination area enlarge 40% more, and illumination uniformity does improve up to 200%.

Bat Wing Light Distribution

Type 2      FWHM 140° ×70°

Type 3      FWHM 140° ×70°

30W



Infrared motion sensor detection area

11.6m13.8m

5m

Intelligent Power Regulation
The intelligent battery control system can automatically adjust the light output power according to the battery storage 

capacity, effectively extend the working time of the light and ensures the continuous working of the solar street light 

even in continual rainy days.

when the battery storage capacity is sufficient, the lamp power is on standard output (100% brightness when it 

detects someone, 30% brightness when no one there).

When the battery storage capacity is insufficient, it reduces the output power of the lamp (20% brightness when it 

detects someone, 5% brightness when no one there).

Sufficient Charge

Low Battery

100% Brightness when people nearby 30% Brightness when no one's around

For example：

20% Brightness when people nearby 5% Brightness when no one's around



Gateway

aGateway pplication scenarios

Road installation

.

Decentralized installation in Village/Factory/Park

Gateway street light

120 street lights 120 street lights

Gateway street light

Gateway street light

One gateway street light can remote control 120units street lights, maximum distance arange is 1000m . Each project at least need a gateway 

solar light to connect all the lights .      

Linear installation is adopted on the road. It is possible to consider installing multiply street light with gateway, if it is far away;  Packet access can 

make the installation distance extend infinitely.

In the situation of decentralized installation, the solar street light with gateway is recommended to install 

in the center of all the street lights.



Environment Requirements

Charge Temperature

Discharge Temperature

Storage Temperature

Mounting Recommendations

EPA (effective projected area) (ft
2
)

APA (acutal projected area) (ft
2
) 

Wind Load Rate (mph)

Top of Pole or Tenon OD (mm)

Model No.

Physical Parameters

Packing Parameters

Power of PV Module (W) 

Liuthium Battery Capacity (Wh)

Dimension of Carton (mm)

Net Weight of Product (kg) 

Gross Weight of Product (kg)  

Dimension of Product (mm)

Battery Heating Function

Environment Requirements

Storage Temperature

Mounting Recommendations

EPA (effective projected area) (ft
2
)

APA (acutal projected area) (ft
2
) 

Top of Pole or Tenon OD (mm)

Recommended Installation Height (M)

Recommended Installation Distance (M)

Packing Parameters

Light output (W)
Light Distribution

Dimension of Carton (mm)

Net Weight of Product (kg) 

Gross Weight of Product (kg)  

Light Parameters

Color Temperaure (K)

Visual Angle

Typical Luminous Flux (lm)

Lighting Mode

Light Photosensitivity (lx)

Dimension of Product (mm)

Model No.

Physical Parameters

Qty. of LED Chips (pcs)

PIR Sensor

Controller Type

Wireless Control

Modulation

Frequency

Bandwidth

TX Power

E.R.P

Duty

Lora

915MHz/916MHz/917MHz

125KHz

17dBm

73mW

0.05%

RHEA MINI LED Light Technical Data

√ :Standard

Solar Power System Technical Data

 √: Standard     ⁄ : N/A

Physical Dimensions (mm)

Physical Dimensions (mm)

Illumination Zone

Recommended Installation Height (m)

5~8

30W

4~7

20W

20~30

30W

15~25

20W

Recommended Installation Distance (m)

30

Touch-tone controller

√

0℃~60℃

-20℃~60℃

-20℃~45℃

3.75

3.13

110

60~76

AE3CS80P

1400(L)×170(W)×510(T)

36Ah(460Wh)

80

17.5

20.5

1330(L)×440(W)×76(T)

⁄

RS30

5000

140°×70°

Bat Wing

30

3.4

650 (L)×180 (W)×88 (T)

24

√

-20℃~45℃

0.45

0.37

110

60~90

5~8

20~30

730(L)×170(W)×230(T)

4.9

4500

RS20

5000

140°×70°

Bat Wing

20

3.4

650 (L)×180 (W)×88 (T)

18

√

-20℃~45℃

0.45

0.37

110

60~90

4~7

15-25

730(L)×170(W)×230(T)

4.9

3000

RS20 / RS30 

650

18
0

500

88

AE3CS80P

1330

1420

76

1223

44
0

100%

30%

Brightness

hrs2 4 6 Dawn8 10Dusk 3 51 7 9

Motion Detected No Motion



To promote an environmentally sympathetic and 

socially conscious world through superior technology 

and innovation.

We strive for harmony between technology and the 

environment to help people lead healthier and more 

productive lives.

LEADSUN Technology Co.,Ltd reserves the rights to amend and improve the product appearance, construc-

tion and function without any prior notification. Please make the original product as the standard in case of 

any difference in description. 

LEADSUN guarantees that this specification has been checked and edited, but does not hold the responsibili-

ty for any loss caused. 

United States | Australia | Asia

www.leadsunglobal.com


